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Barriers to Reentry? 2007-06-14
with the introduction of more aggressive policing prosecution and sentencing since the late 1970s the number of americans in
prison has increased dramatically while many have credited these get tough policies with lowering violent crime rates we are only
just beginning to understand the broader costs of mass incarceration in barriers to reentry experts on labor markets and the
criminal justice system investigate how imprisonment affects ex offenders employment prospects and how the challenge of
finding work after prison affects the likelihood that they will break the law again and return to prison the authors examine the
intersection of imprisonment and employment from many vantage points including employer surveys interviews with former
prisoners and state data on prison employment programs and post incarceration employment rates ex prisoners face many
obstacles to re entering the job market from employers fears of negligent hiring lawsuits to the lost opportunities for acquiring
work experience while incarcerated in a study of former prisoners becky pettit and christopher lyons find that employment
among this group was actually higher immediately after their release than before they were incarcerated but that over time their
employment rate dropped to their pre imprisonment levels exploring the demand side of the equation harry holzer steven
raphael and michael stoll report on their survey of employers in los angeles about the hiring of former criminals in which they find
strong evidence of pervasive hiring discrimination against ex prisoners devah pager finds similar evidence of employer
discrimination in an experiment in which milwaukee employers were presented with applications for otherwise comparable
jobseekers some of whom had criminal records and some of whom did not such findings are particularly troubling in light of
research by steven raphael and david weiman which shows that ex criminals are more likely to violate parole if they are
unemployed in a concluding chapter bruce western warns that prison is becoming the norm for too many inner city minority
males by preventing access to the labor market mass incarceration is exacerbating inequality western argues that ultimately the
most successful policies are those that keep young men out of prison in the first place promoting social justice and reducing
recidivism both demand greater efforts to reintegrate former prisoners into the workforce barriers to reentry cogently
underscores one of the major social costs of incarceration and builds a compelling case for rethinking the way our country
rehabilitates criminals

The Post and Censor, and Other Marks from Prisoners of War Letters,
1914-1919 192?
caged is the true previously untold drama of the longest and most peaceful strike by prisoners in the history of the federal prison
system in pennsylvania s lewisburg penitentiary in 1972 eight prisoner elected by other inmates at the warden s suggestion to
represent them in the strike were betrayed by the prison staff and condemned to indefinite solitary confinement because the



author had written on prisoners for the washington post the eight prisoners at lewisburg sought his aid convinced that the federal
prisons had a lot to hide he spent the next two years corresponding with and interviewing the prisoners and their families parole
officers judges and even the victims of their crimes one prisoner was placed in solitary confinement because he talked to him
some of their letters from prison were destroyed other material was secreted out of prison the shocking and compelling story of
caged is the result jacket

Caged 1976
this book provides an overview of the incarceration of tens of thousands of men women and children during the first fifty years of
irish independence psychiatric hospitals mother and baby homes magdalen homes reformatory and industrial schools prisons and
borstal formed a network of institutions of coercive confinement that was integral to the emerging state the book now available in
paperback after performing superbly in hardback provides a wealth of contemporaneous accounts of what life was like within
these austere and forbidding places as well as offering a compelling explanation for the longevity of the system and the reasons
for its ultimate decline while many accounts exist of individual institutions and the factors associated with their operation this is
the first attempt to provide a holistic account of the interlocking range of institutions that dominated the physical landscape and
in many ways underpinned the rural economy highlighting the overlapping roles of church state and family in the maintenance of
these forms of social control this book will appeal to those interested in understanding twentieth century ireland in particular
historians legal scholars criminologists sociologists and other social scientists these arguments take on special importance as
irish society continues to grapple with the legacy of its extensive use of institutionalisation

Coercive Confinement in Post-Independence Ireland 2014-04-16
the second world war between the axis and allied powers saw over 20 million soldiers taken as prisoners of war prisoners of war
uses a series of case studies to illuminate the personal and collective histories of those who experienced captivity in eastern and
western europe during the war and their repatriation and reintegration afterwards

Prisoners of War 2022-05-05
this text details critical information on all aspects of prison litigation including information on trial and appeal conditions of
isolated confinement access to the courts parole right to medical aid and liabilities of prison officials highlighted topics include
application of the americans with disabilities act to prisons protection given to hiv positive inmates and actions of the supreme
court and congress to stem the flow of prison litigation part ii contains judicial decisions relating to part i



Constitutional Rights of Prisoners 2014-09-19
this book examines attitudes towards german held captive in britain drawing on original archival material including newspaper
and newsreel content diaries sociological surveys and opinion polls as well as official documentation and the archives of pressure
groups and protest movements moving beyond conventional assessments of pow treatment which have focused on the
development of policy diplomatic relations and the experience of the pows themselves this study refocuses the debate onto the
attitude of the british public towards the standard of treatment of german pows in so doing it reveals that the issue of pow
treatment intersected with discussions of state power human rights gender relations civility and national character

British Character and the Treatment of German Prisoners of War, 1939–48
2020-08-19
in most countries problematic drug use is dealt with primarily as a criminal justice issue rather than a health issue accordingly a
large proportion of people in prison have a history of alcohol tobacco and or illicit drug use and despite the best efforts of
correctional authorities some continue to use these substances in prison often in very risky ways after release from prison many
relapse to risky substance use and are at high risk of poor health outcomes preventable death or reincarceration in this edited
volume for the first time we bring together 40 contributors from 10 countries to review what is known about alcohol tobacco and
illicit drug use in people who cycle through prisons and the harms associated with use of these substances we consider some
evidence based responses to these harms both in prison and after return to the community and discuss their implications for
policy reform this book is international in scope and multi disciplinary in character it brings together and integrates the
perspectives of public health and addictions researchers criminologists and correctional leaders epidemiologists physicians and
human rights lawyers our contributors are unified in their commitment to evidence informed policy that is doing what we know
works an overarching theme pervading all of the chapters is that people who cycle through prisons come from the community
and almost always return to the community their health problems are therefore our health problems in other words prisoner
health is public health

Drug Use in Prisoners 2018-01-09
based on archival research in germany great britain the usa and canada this study provides the first complete examination of the
relationship between the oberkommando der wehrmacht german armed forces high command and anglo american prisoners of
war german military policy is compared with reports of almost one thousand visits by red cross and protecting power inspectors



to the camps allowing the reader to judge how well the policies were actually put into practice and what their impact was on the
lives of the captured soldiers sailors and airmen

The Prisoners of War and German High Command 2003-07-08
clear comprehensive practical advice provides prisoners with everything they need to know on conditions of confinement civil
liberties in prison procedural due process the legal system how to litigate conducting effective legal research and writing legal
documents this new edition is updated to include the most relevant prisoners rights topics and approaches to litigation types of
legal remedies and how to effectively use those remedies

Prisoners' Self-help Litigation Manual 2010
this landmark and compelling book follows the stories of 15 000 australian prisoners of war from the moment they were released
by the japanese at the end of world war ii their struggle to rehabilitate themselves and to win compensation and
acknowledgement from their own country was just beginning this moving book shows that the battle within was both a personal
and a national one prize winning historian christina twomey finds that official policies and attitudes towards these men were
equivocal and arbitrary for almost forty years the image of a defeated and emaciated soldier held prisoner by people of a
different race did not sit well with the mythology of anzac drawing on the records of the prisoner of war trust fund for the first
time this book presents the struggles of returned prisoners in their own words it also shows that memories of captivity forged
new connections with people of the asia pacific region as former pows sought to reconcile with their captors and honour those
who had helped them a grateful nation ultimately lauded and commemorated pows as worthy veterans from the 1980s but the
real story of the fight to get there has not been told until now

The Battle Within 2018-03-21
millions of servicemen of the belligerent powers were taken prisoner during world war ii until recently the popular image of these
men has been framed by tales of heroic escape or immense suffering at the hands of malevolent captors for the vast majority
however the reality was very different their history both during and after the war has largely been ignored in the grand narratives
of the conflict this collection brings together new scholarship largely based on sources from previously unavailable eastern
european or japanese archives authors highlight a number of important comparatives whereas for the british and americans held
by the germans and japanese the end of the war meant a swift repatriation and demobilization for the germans it heralded the
beginning of an imprisonment that for some lasted until 1956 these and many more moving stories are revealed here for the first



time

Prisoners of War, Prisoners of Peace 2005-02-01
prisoner resettlement is high on current political and policy agendas the high reconviction rates of ex prisoners have been
acknowledged for many years but the rapidly rising prison population has meant that more prisoners than ever before are
released this together with the pressure this puts on to the infrastructure of the prison estate and the publication of two
influential reports which highlighted the problems faced by prisoners leaving prison has concentrated attention on attempts to
ensure that prisoners do not return to prison once released the resettlement of prisoners is now a priority policy area linked
directly to government initiatives to reduce reoffending the renewed policy interest in prisoners resettlement forms the context of
this volume which brings together current knowledge and understanding about prisoners resettlement the book draws on the
contributors extensive experience as researchers and practitioners in the field and includes contributions from acknowledged
experts prisoner resettlement provides a comprehensive review and analysis of resettlement policy and practice in england and
wales in the early part of the 21st century in particular it critically reviews current policy theory practice and research on
prisoners resettlement explores practice issues through case studies of two resettlement initiatives and an examination of
accommodation provision and voluntary sector involvement in prisoners resettlement and examines the particular issues raised
by the resettlement of different groups of prisoners including women minority ethnic groups prolific and priority offenders and
high risk offenders

Prisoner Resettlement 2012-12-06
despite broad scholarship documenting the compounding effects and self reproducing character of incarceration ways of
conceptualising imprisonment and the post prison experience have scarcely changed in over a century contemporary correctional
thinking has congealed around notions of risk and management this book aims to cast new light on men s experience of release
from prison drawing on research conducted in australia it speaks to the challenges facing people leaving prison and seeking
acceptance amongst the non imprisoned around the world johns reveals the complexity of the post prison experience which is
frequently masked by constructions of risk that individualise responsibility for reoffending and reimprisonment this book
highlights the important role of community in ex prisoner integration in providing opportunities for participation and acceptance
johns shows that the process of becoming an ex prisoner is not simply one of individual choice or larger structural forces but
occurs in the spaces in between being and becoming an ex prisoner reveals the complex interplay between internal and external
meanings and practices that causes men to feel neither locked up nor wholly free it will appeal to scholars and students
interested in desistance criminology criminological or penological theory sociology and qualitative research methods



Being and Becoming an Ex-Prisoner 2017-07-20
the rate of acute drug related mortality or overdose deaths among prisoners in the immediate post release period is
unacceptably high such incidents result from many factors including decreased tolerance after a period of relative abstinence
during imprisonment and the concurrent use of multiple drugs which with every additional illicit drug consumed in combination
with opioids nearly doubles the risk of death from opioids other important factors are the lack of pre release counselling post
release follow up and failure to identify those at risk substance dependence is a chronic disorder with high relapse rates and
often requires long term continuous treatment there is good evidence from trials and cohort studies that opioid substitution
treatment reduces the risk of overdose among opioid users this report identifies the main areas that need to be improved in order
to decrease the risk of death linking prison health and public health systems closely is essential to mitigating this risk
recommendations for preventive responses are considered across all levels of the justice system the report includes a literature
review that identifies a substantial body of research from various countries this research supports the finding that the initial post
release period presents ex prisoners with a significantly heightened risk of acute drug related mortality

Prevention of Acute Drug-related Mortality in Prison Populations During the
Immediate Post-release Period 2010
pulitzer prize winning reporter weller covered world war ii across europe africa and asia at war s end correspondents were
forbidden to enter nagasaki and hiroshima but weller presenting himself as a u s colonel set out to explore the devastation as
nagasaki s first outside observer he witnessed the bomb s effects he interviewed doctors trying to cure those dying mysteriously
from disease x he sent his forbidden dispatches back to macarthur s censors assuming their importance would make them
unstoppable he was wrong the u s government censored every word and the dispatches vanished from history weller also
became the first to enter nearby pow camps he gathered accounts from hundreds of allied prisoners but those too were silenced
weller died in 2002 believing it all lost forever months later his son found a fragile copy in a crate of moldy papers this historic
body of work has never been published from publisher description

First Into Nagasaki 2006
one strategy for reducing the risk of recidivism in ex prisoners is the provision of treatment services and support to prisoners
during their incarceration and after their release this approach is gaining prominence in australia and internationally it recognises
that prisoners are confronted by a range of social economic and personal challenges that can be barriers to a crime free lifestyle



this paper examines various issues linked to the provision of post release services to prisoners drawing on both international
literature and a round table discussion held at the australian institute of criminology in october 2003

Promoting Integration 2003
during the civil war each side accused the other of mistreating prisoners of war today most historians believe that there was
systemic and deliberate abuse of pows by both sides yet many base their conclusions on anecdotal evidence much of it from
postwar writings drawing on both contemporaneous prisoner diaries and union army documents some newly discovered the
author presents a fresh and detailed study of supposed mistreatment of prisoners at fort delaware one of the largest union prison
camps and draws surprising conclusions some of which have implications for the entire union prison system

Confederate Prisoners at Fort Delaware 2018-08-15
incorporating hcp 1245 i iii session 2002 03 and hcp 66 i iii session 2003 04

The Post and Censor and Other Marks from Prisoners of War Letters
1914-1919: British Isles, dominions and colonies 1996
during the second world war british and imperial forces captured more than half a million italian soldiers sailors and airmen
although a symbol of military success these prisoners created a multitude of problems for the authorities throughout the war this
book looks at how the british addressed these problems and turned liabilities into assets by using the italians as a labour force a
source of military intelligence and as a political warfare tool before their final repatriation in 1946 47

Rehabilitation of Prisoners 2005
prisoners rights principles and practice considers prisoners rights from socio legal and philosophical perspectives and assesses
the advantages and problems of a rights based approach to imprisonment at a time of record levels of imprisonment and
projected future expansion of the prison population this work is timely the discussion in this book is not confined to a formal legal
analysis although it does include discussion of the developing jurisprudence on prisoners rights it offers a socio legal rather than
a purely black letter approach and focuses on the experience of imprisonment it draws on perspectives from a range of
disciplines to illuminate how prisoners rights operate in practice the text also contributes to debates on imprisonment and



citizenship the treatment of women prisoners and social exclusion this book will be of interest to both undergraduate and
postgraduate students of penology and criminal justice as well as professionals working within the penal system

The British Empire and its Italian Prisoners of War, 1940–1947 2002-03-13
in this history of prison reform in mid twentieth century canada the voices of prisoners help to provide a nuanced understanding
of prisoners as active agents of change

American Prisoners of War in Southeast Asia 1971
the archaeology of war has revealed evidence of bravery sacrifice heroism cowardice and atrocities mostly absent from these
narratives of victory and defeat however are the experiences of prisoners of war despite what these can teach us about cruelty
ingenuity and human adaptability the international array of case studies in prisoners of war restores this hidden past through
case studies of pow camps of the napoleonic era the american civil war and both world wars these bring to light wide variations in
historical and cultural details excavation and investigative methods used items found and their interpretation and their
contributions to archaeology history and heritage illustrated with diagrams period photographs and historical quotations these
chapters vividly reveal challenges and opportunities for researchers and heritage managers and revisit powerful ethical questions
that persist to this day notorious and lesser known aspects of pow experiences that are addressed include designing and
operating an 18th century british pow camp life and death at confederate and union american civil war pow camps the role of
possessions in coping strategies during world war i the archaeology of the great escape experiencing and negotiating space at
civilian internment camps in germany and allied pow camps in normandy in world war ii the role of archaeology in the memorial
process in america norway germany and france graffiti decorative ponds illicit saké drinking and family life at japanese american
camps as one of the first book length examinations of this fascinating multidisciplinary topic prisoners of war merits serious
attention from historians social justice researchers and activists archaeologists and anthropologists

Prisoners' Rights 2011-03-10
the committee undertook this inquiry to address concerns about the imprisonment of welsh prisoners outside wales at present
there are only four prisons in wales all in the south and there is little provision for juveniles and no prisons for women the
overcrowding means that welsh prisoners have a reduced chance of serving their sentence near home and reduces the chances
of successful resettlement on release the committee believe there should be new prison places in north wales separate provision
for young offenders and a new approach to women prisoners along the lines suggested by baroness corston the report also



address concerns about support services for mental illness amongst prisoners the amount of welsh language provision and
education services

Agreement Between the United States of America and Germany Concerning
Prisoners of War, Sanitary Personnel and Civil Prisoners 1918
women s incarceration is on the rise globally and this has significant intergenerational economic and humanitarian costs for
communities across the world while there have been efforts to implement reform particularly in countries such as canada uk us
and australia the growing evidence suggests women s prisons and the support structures surrounding them are in crisis this
collection of critical essays presents groundbreaking research on women s post imprisonment policy practice and experiences it
is the first collection to offer international perspectives on gender criminalisation the effects of imprisonment and women centred
approaches to the short and long term support of women exiting prison it offers cutting edge insights into contemporary policy
developments and women s experiences across the us the uk australia canada and northern ireland the collection makes two
important contributions first it marks a departure from an instrumental and individual focus on what works to reduce women s
offending and re offending behaviour a prevailing approach within competing collections focused on post release issues second it
presents critical original research with robust empirical foundations to revive feminist criminological engagement around gender
imprisonment and most critically post release management support and survival the collection will appeal to academics and
community based advocates activists lawyers and practitioners engaged in advocacy and service provision for imprisoned women
it is also an important and unique analysis for undergraduate and postgraduate students studying criminological and social
science courses particularly those related to gender and crime imprisonment and correctional policy and qualitative research
methods

Former Prisoners of War Benefits Act of 1981 1981
reviews of the first edition impressive list of sources a valuable reference library journal unique valuable to academic and public
libraries nationwide booklist rbb certainly needed arba completely updated and expanded this directory includes over 1 050
programs that offer ex prisoners assistance in such areas as employment housing referrals to other organizations and alcohol and
substance abuse treatment arranged by states entries provide agency location phone number eligibility fees and services offered



Disruptive Prisoners 2021
during world war ii kentuckians rushed from farms to factories and battlefields leaving agriculture throughout the state
particularly the lucrative tobacco industry without sufficient labor an influx of axis prisoners of war made up the shortfall nearly
10 000 german and italian pows were housed in camps at campbell breckinridge knox and other locations across the state under
the geneva convention they worked for their captors and helped save kentucky s crops while enjoying relative comfort as
prisoners playing sports performing musicals and taking college classes yet friction between nazi and anti nazi inmates
threatened the success of the program this book chronicles the pow program in kentucky and the vital contributions the
bluegrass state made to allied victory

Prisoners of War 2012-09-14
this book brings together historians from great britain the united states germany france canada austria and latvia who have
worked and published on fraternisation between prisoners of war and local women during either the first or second world war
providing the first comparative study of this multi faceted phenomenon in different belligerent countries by focusing on prisoners
as wartime migrants and studying the nature and impact of their interactions with the local female population this book expands
the existing framework on prisoner of war studies its substantial scope and comparative approach make it an important point of
reference in the growing research field of pow studies

Welsh prisoners in the prison estate 2007-06-06
the united states has long adhered to the rules regarding the treatment of prisoners as set forth by the geneva convention
following the terrorist attacks of 9 11 however special prisons such as guantanomo bay abu ghraib and other prisons located
around the world that are referred to as dark sites were opened for the confinement and interrogation of suspected enemy
combatants media outlets and books have partially exposed occurrences of various degrees of torture taking place in these
facilities these reports have generated a vigorous debate in the u s and the united nations about the legality and morality of such
treatments this book presents recent analyses of these developments

Women Exiting Prison 2013-05-02
this study is primarily a treatment of the use of prisoner of war labor by the united states army it also provides a comprehensive



treatment of the employment of prisoners of war by private employers in the united states the primary objective of this
monograph is to provides in one volume a comprehensive record of the use of prisoner of war labor for the guidance of general
staff officers and students in the army school system it is hoped that this study will assist the industrial and military mobilization
planners of the future in planning for the use of prisoner of war labor the material will also aid those interested in military affairs
to understand some of the basic problems connected with the employment of prisoners of war foreword

Tracks Behind the Fence 2003-03-01

Post-release Assistance Programs for Prisoners 1995

Political Prisoners in South Vietnam and the Philippines 1974

Political Prisoners in South Vietnam and the Philippines 1974

Axis Prisoners of War in Kentucky 2024-01-01

Confinement of Military Prisoners 1961

Prisoners of War and Local Women in Europe and the United States,
1914-1956 2022-04-19
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